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Résumé

Un modèle de canalisation de gaz, fondé sur l'analyse d'un courant
compressible soumis â des frictions, a été développé pour décrire la
dynamique d'un courant de gaz passant dans une canalisation non-uniforme,
c'est-à-dire comprenant des sections ayant différentes longueurs et
différents diamètres. On a eu recours à un nouveau genre d'analyse par
ondes acoustiques, qui a consisté à considérer la canalisation comme une
suite en cascade de tuyaux uniformes séparés par des discontinuités.
La matrice de transmission représentant cette canalisation non-uniforme
est le produit des matrices des différents éléments du système.

Four faciliter l'exécution du modèle théorique sur un ordinateur hybride,
on a établi les approximations modales de ses fonctions de transfert. Les
deux modèles ont été validés par rapport aux données expérimentales.
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ABSTRACT

A gas-line model, based on the analysis of compressible

flow with friction, has been developed to describe the dynamics

of gas flow in a non-uniform line, i.e. one comprising segments

of different lengths and diameters. Acoustic wave analysis was

used in a novel way, by considering the line as a cascade con-

nection of uniform pipes separated by discontinuities. The

transmission matrix representing this non-uniform line is the

product of the matrices for each element in the system.

To facilitate implementation of the theoretical model on

a hybrid computer, modal approximations to its transfer functions

were derived. Both models were validated against experimental

data.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OP GAS FLOW IN A NON-UNIFORM P I P E

S. Mensah, Ecole Polytechnique, Montreal, Canada

R.H. Lepp, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited,
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT p

A pas-line ramie 1 , "'used on the analysis of compressible rx' 9x
flow with friction, has been developed to describe the dynam-
ics of £as flow in a non-uniform line, i . e . one comprising T
segments of different Lengths and diameters. Acoustic wave x x

analysis was used in a novel .my, by considering; the line as v. ,\>. '
a cascade connection of uniform pipes separated by discon- 1 1

t inuit ies. The transmission matrix representing this non- $
uniform line is the product of the matrices for each element
in the system.

To facili tate implementation of the theoretical model ^nl '^rl
on a hybrid computer, modal approximations to i t s transfer
functions were derived. Both models were validated against
experimental data.

NOMENCLATURE

a acoustic velocity m-s"1

A cross-sectional flow area m!

K
b 1/ L L /A. m

D pipe diameter m

f Fanning friction factor

g gravitational acceleration .m*s~3

G,H pipe transmission matrices

h frictional loss m'"s"2

K discontinuity resistance

' coefficient

L pipe length m

N number of pipe segments

P,ÛP pressure, steady-state pressure Pa
drop

AP,ÛP~ pressure perturbation in time and Pa
Laplace domains

r radial co-ordinate m

R flow resistance coefficient m-Z'S-'

R resistance across discontinuity Pa-s-kg"1

a

s Laplace variable s"1

t time variable s

T ,T discontinuity, complete lint

transmission matrices

W,W mass flow, steady-state mass flow kg-s"1

AW,AW mass flow change in time and kg*s-1

Laplace domains

x axial co-ordinate m

Z characteristic impedance m~1*s-1

a ,a fundamental mode and first harm- kg-s"1

onic of mass flow perturbation

"Y propagation coefficient m"1

A perturbation

1 dummy variable

6 azimuthal co-ordinate rad

density

tangential (shear) stresses

resulting from viscous forces

normal stress

mode polynomials

channel orientation, i.e. zero

for horizontal flow; +TT/2 for

vertically upward flow

natural and resonant frequencies

kg*m~

Subscripts

in

o

s

1

2

INTRODUCTION

at pipe inlet

at pipe outlet

isentropic

upstream

downstream

For the past several years, a control absorber that would
provide Improved neutron flux regulation in future CANDU* power
reactors has been under development at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL). The concept, originally invented in
Italy t1Î , operates on the principle that the absorption of
neutrons can be regulated by varying the density of a two-
phase, liquid/gas mixture which flows continuously through U-
tubes located in the reactor core. The two-phase absorber
development program was centred around a series of out- and
in-reactor tests on a Two-Phase Absorber Experimental (TOPAX)
facility, installed at the ZED-2 research reactor at CRNL 12).

A hybrid-eorapuoer simulation of the two-phase absorber
system was also developed to study its dynamic characteristics
[3]. In the original simulation^ a simple model was used for
the gas-line portion of the system, based on. incompressible
flow. This model was subsequently re-examined, as described in
this paper, on the basis of compressible flow.

In the two-phase absorber system, the liquid and gas flow
from a higli-pressure source to the mixing point via separate
lines. The gas line is non-uniform, i.e. it is made up of
several pipe segments, as well as elbows, valves and flow-
measuring instruments. The simplest dynamic model of gas flow
in a pipe is based on the assumption of incompressible flow
which leads to an inertial lump for the entire pipe, that is,
a first-order lag I3.M . This model can easily accommodate a
non-uniform gas line, by simple summation of the total inertia
and total resistance, the latter customarily obtained from an
equivalent friction length [5Ï- A much superior model results
from an analysis of compressible flow which accounts for the
distributed nature of the process, i.e. acoustic wave propaga-
tion [li,6,7]* However, it is not obvious how to simplify a
non-uniform line into one equivalent uniform pipe. Indeed, a
transformation based on total length and total flow resistance
is inadequate.

We applied the acoustic analysis to a non-uniform gas line
in a novel way, by considering the line to be a cascade connec-

*CANDU = CANada Deuterium Uranium



tion of uniform pipes separated by discontinuities. Each pipe
segment and discontinuity are represented by a transmission
matrix, which gives the input variables in terms of the output
variables. By multiplying the matrices of each element in the
system in the order in which they occur, we obtain the matrix
describing the dynamics of the entire gas line.

To facilitate the implementation of the theoretical model
on our hybrid computer [8], modal approximations to its trans-
fer function were derived using the procedure given by Childs
[9). Only the first two terms of the modal approximation were
retained for the hybrid-computer simulation, to limit the
niimber of analog components required. The model rfas validated
by measuring and comparing its frequency response to that of
the theoretical model, the latter having been validated against
experimental data obtained from the TOPAX facility.

THEORETICAL MODEL FOR A UNIFORM PIPE SEGMENT

In the acoustic analysis, the dynamics of single-phase,
one-dimensional flow of an isothermal fluid in a uniform pipe
are described by the continuity and momentum equations, given
by [101

0 (1)

r 38 (2)

These equations can be simplified by

- assuming a horizontal piping system, i.e. $ = 0, even
though some of the segments are vertical,

- assuming azimuthF.lly symmetric flow, i.e. T^^ = 0,

- replacing the shear stress, T , with a pipe friction
factor

- neglecting the normal stress, Txj;, which is viscosity
dependent, and

- neglecting convection terms in the momentum equation.

Consequently, equations (1} and (2) become

3p 3(pu?
3t 3x

(3)

SOT

A <tt OX

(9)

(10)

where the flow res is tance coef f ic ien t , R, derived from the
s teady-s ta te form or equation (10) , is

( U )

The solution to equations (9) and (10) is the well-
known transmission matrix, H, in the Laplace domain [9l

/ co sh yh Z sinh Y L \

V sinh Yh/Zç cosh VL I

(12)

(13)

PIPING DISCONTINUITIES

Discontinuities are the sudden contractions or enlarge-
ments which often occur in piping systems. The discontinuity
matrix is derived by assuming that

- the volume of the discontinuity is negligible, i.e.
the mass flows in and out are equal

- a pressure change results from the discontinuity
- the gas density remains constant.

Consequently,

(15)

u i + 3P + 2fpu' , 0
3x D

Knowing that the mass flow, H, is given by

W = puA

(M

(5)

and that the local pressure transients associated with acous-
tic-uave propagation can be considered isentropic (l3j»as
they occur over short time intervals, i.e.

3t

SAP
3W

The discontinuity resistance, R,, c;
Bernoulli!'s theorem viz..

in be obtained from

(16)

(IT)

(18)

equations (3) and CO become

t IF 3W „
S2 3 t * 3 Ï = 0

1 3W 3P 2fW2

I ̂ +Sx" + W=°

(6)

(T)

(8)

Expressions (7) and (8) are the non-linear partial differen-
tial equations which describe the adiabatic flow of a
compressible fluid in a pipe. They can be linearized to give

where h L, the frictional loss across the discontinuity is

(19)

For a pipe contraction,the resistance coefficient, Kr, is
obtained from a graph [5Ï,whereas for a pipe enlargement it
is given by [5,1b]

(20 }•

Substituting equations (19) and (20) into equation (l8) and
rearranging, malting use of equation (5)»B*ves



2p[v v.
for the pipe contraction, and

iL.j,]
(22)

for a pipe enlargement.

The expressions for Rd for the two types of discontin-
uity are obtained by differentiating these expressions with
respect to w.

COMPLETE PIPE TRAHSFER FUNCTION

A descrirôion of the gas piping system to be modelled is
given in Table 1. It comprises seven segments of uniform
diameter and six discontinuities.

TABLE 1

REFERENCE DATA FOE THE NON-UNIFORM GAS
LINE OF THE TWO PHASE CONTROL ABSORBER
steady-state mass flow = 0.07^3 kg*s-:

Segment
Number

1

3
li

q

6
7

Total

Diameter
(cm)

6.2714
5.250
6.27)i
3.505
3.810
3.505
2.5<tO

Actual
Length

(m)

0.80
5.18

18.29
0.38
U.25
0.152
0.025

29.08

Calculated
Friction

Length (m)

3.81
28.11
2li.69

1.01
14.67
C.18
0.025

Calculated
Steady-State

Pressure Drop (Pa)

55.16
8676.09

375.'i2
257.11

1193.59
145.97
26.95

106] ~

DEC PDP-11 A 5 digital computer to calculate and plot the
'exact' frequency responses, given by equations (25) and
(26). By 'enact' we mean within the limitations of the above
derivation but without any further approximations. The fre-
quency response plots for the non-uni form gas line of the two-
.phase control absorber (refer&nce data gi^en in Tatlç 1) are
shown in Figure 1.

-120 -

I

The transfer function for this system vas obtained by
multiplying the transmission matrices in the same order as
their physical counterparts. Consequently,

<23)

FTCURE 1 Frequency Responses or the Non-Uniform
., " Gas Line Described in Table 1

For comparison purposes, we chose a uniform pipe having
the same

- overall length (39.08 n•)
- pressure drop {10,612 Pa) , and
- flow (Q.Q7U2 fcg's-1 )

as the non-uniform line, and a diameter of 5.25 cm.

The calculated frequency responses for the uniform pipe
are given in Figure 2. A comparison of these frequency
responses with the frequency responses of Figure 1 shows that
the piping system dynamics cannot be adequately represented by
those of an equivalent uniform p'pe.

The transfer functions of interest are AW /AP , required
for the two-phase control absorber simulation [3]* and
AWtn/APo, because it can be validated against experiments on

the TOPAX facility [21. In the T0PAX facility, there is a
large, high-pressure reservoir at the inlet to the piping
system. Consequently, ̂ n_ deriving the above transfer func-
tions, we assumed that UP, = 0 and obtained:

in

(25)

-104

•112

S -m

a

•128

-136

•144

**

-

ûï./îr".

/\/v

\ ;

110 „
:

0.01 0.10 1.00

FBFOUENCr (Ht)

(26)

FREQUEMCY RESPOMSE CALCULATION

A computer program, GPSTF [11,12], was written for our

FIGURE 2 Frequency Responses for the Equivalent
Uniform Pipe

MODEL VALIDATION

The ÛW i n/ÛP Q frequency response of the gas line in the

TOPAX facility was determined using the Pseudo-Random Binary
Sequence/Fast Fourier Transform (PRBS/FFT) technique [15].



y
The technique is basically one of measuring the responses of
system variables to a FUBS perturbation and then calculating
the frequency response between any two variables» usinG the
FFT technique. The experimental arrangement used for these
msasurements is shown schematically in Figure 3.

(08)

The modal approximations to these transfer functions are
basically fits to their fundamental resonances, and 3ow-
frequeney harmonics. They have bee» derived by Childs [9]
for a three-term approximation, i .e .

(39)

(30)

FICÏURE 3 Block Diagram of Frequency Response

Measurement Setup

A. direct comparison of the measured and calculated
frequency responses was not possible initially, l&cause of
errors in the measured frequency response Introduced by the
dynamics of the gas-flow transducer. A "bench test showed
that the transducer has a first-order lag characteristic, with
a time constant of 0.U seconds. The pressure transducer, on
the other hand, has a bandwidth which exceeds the frequency
range of interest.

Validation or tve exact model, therefore, consisted of
multiplying its fr&quency response by the first-order lag
dynamics of the fltjw transducer and comparing the resulting
frequency response with that measured on the TOPAX facility,
as shown in Figure 1*.

Vj = s ' + ARs + ( T O / I , ) '

For the more cnirplex case nf a non-uniform «as line, it
is shown in [11] that a two-term modal --xpansion of the
AWQ/APO transfer function is pivcn by

O o

O.tO 1.00

FKEOUENO (HZ)

FIGURE li Comparison of the Measured, 4Wln/4Po

Frequency Response with the Exact Model
Multiplied 'oy the Flow Transducer Dynamics

MODAL APPROXIMATION

Modal approximations of the exact transfer functions,
given by equations (25) and (26), are derived to make analog
implementation possible. This nodal derivation is best
illustrated by first considering a pipe of uniform diameter
whose transfer functions are obtained by combining equations
(12) and (13), to obtain

M in _ _
(2TJ

torl = first harmonic resonance frequency obtained from
frequency response of exact solution ( i .e . Figure l)

A computer program, GMODAL, was written for the PDP-ll/li^
computer, to calculate and plot the frequency responses of the
modal transfer functions. The results for the AW /AP trans-

o o
fer functions for a uniform pipe and for the non-uniform line
are compared to the corresponding exact solutions in Figures
5 and 6. The results show that good agreement up to approx-
imately 2 Hz Is obtained, which exceeds the requirements for
the two-phase control absorber simulation t3],

ANALOG COMPUTER SIMULATION

For the analog computer simulation, equation (31) was re-
arranged to give

(32}



bÛP
Qû " " s+n (33)

a + ns + (

S -120 -

0.01 0.10 1.00

FREOUENCr (HZ)

FIGURE 5 Frequency Response Comparison of the Exact
and Three-Tern Modal Approximation of the
AW /AT Transfer Function for a Uniform Pipe

The simulation was subsequently verified "by measuring; its
frequency response, using the PRBS/FFT technique (151 , and
comparing the results to thos': generated by the digital pro-
gram GMODAL. The results, :iowr. in Figure 7, agree with
those presented in Figurr 6.

,-. -no

-122

0.1 1.0

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Measured Frequency Response o f t h e Analog
S i m u l a t i o n of the_Two-Tfcm Modal Approx-
imat ion Tor t h e AW /AP T r a n s f e r Func t ion

o o
fo r t h e Non-Uniform Gas Line

CONCLUSIONS

-104
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-120

-121

•131

-144

-

-

EXK1

«DM. ]
j

-no s
S

t.01 0.10 1.00 10.0

FREQUENCY (Hi)

FIGURE 6 Frequency Response Comparison of the Exact
and Two-Term Modal Approximation of the
ÛW /ÔP Transfer Function for the Won-l/nifonn

Taking the inverse Laplace transforms ot equations (32; to
(3M yields

(35)

(36)

(37)

These equations were next scaled, in both time and amplitude,
and thp" implemented on an analog computer.

dot, f "
- ~ = - m (t) - 2bûP (t) - w -2/ an(x)-iTat l o nl / 1

A model has been developed to describe the dynamics of
gas flow in a non-uniform gas line, i.e., one containing
segments of different lengths and diameters. A distributed-
parameter approach is used to describe the compressible gas
dynamics in the individual pipe segments and discontinuity
resistances are used to represent the pressure changes between
pipe segments. The transmission matrices derived for the
segments and discontinuities are multiplied, in the order in
which they occur, to obtain the overall system transfer
functions.

The ÛWin/APQ transfer function sr. derived was validated

against experimental data from the TrpAX facility. Since good
agreement was obtained, it is assume^ that this model also
gives a good representation of the iW /AP transfer, function
for the TOPAX system. ° °

The ÂW /£P transfer function was subsequently reduced
to a two-term modal expression! for simulation on an analog
computer. The analog model vns verified by comparing its
measured frequency response to the corresponding frequency
response calculated for thp modal equations by the computer
program GMODAL.

The evidence presented in the paper shows that a good
representation of the dynamics of a non-uniform gas line can
be obtained by the approach described. In fact, the fidelity
of the modal approximation used exceeds the requirements of
the two-phase control absorber simulation.

The method developed here is general enough that it
should find application in other simulations requiring good
fidelity for the flow dynamos of compressible fluids in non-
uniform piping systems.

The more usual approach, based on defining a uniform pipe
equivalent to the actual piping system, and then deriving
modal approximations to the resulting transfer functions, did
not produce as good results as the multiple-matrix method.
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